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ON THE STRONG EXPONENTIAL APPROXIMATION
Preliminaries
Let X (resp. C) be the set of all complex-valued functions defined (continuous) on the real line R. Assuming that f £ X, put 11/11= sup |/(<)|.
-oo<i<oo
Denote by L p (a,b) the set of all measurable (complex-valued) functions Lebesgue-integrable to the p-th power over the interval (a, b) . Introduce also the classes W a , 1 < a < 2, of those measurable (complex-valued) functions / for which J ITTMJ dt < -oo v 1 " It is easy to see that the classes C, W 1 , W 2 intersect each other and their product is not empty.
Consider the class E a , 0 < a < oo, consisting of all entire functions of exponential type, of order a at most. Define the best exponential approximation of a function / G C by entire functions of class E a as
Mf) = MJV ~ F\\-
Evidently, 0 < A a (f) < oo whenever 0 < cr < oo. It will be also written A%(/) instead of {A a {f)Y if q € (0, oo).
The entire function D\, 0 < A < oo, with values " . . sinA^r ^ n-m respectively, are well defined for all x £ R and for these real x at which f(x) exist.
It In the present note we examine the strong means V^m[f] for some subclasses of continuous functions on R and the more special n, TO. Besides K(q) and K there are used the symbols K(q,e), K(q), K\ = Ki(£), etc., which also signify positive numbers depending on the indicated parameters, only.
Main results
Take into account a non-negative function e non-increasing on (0, oo), with lim T _,.oo e(r) = 0. Denote by C{e) (resp. Co{s)) the class of all functions
We begin with the fundamental result.
THEOREM 1. Let \ < m. < n -\ and let f e C(e). Then if e(a) < K\£(a + 1) for a >
we have
Observing that
we get at once estimate (3). 
The sum in the last curly brackets does not exceed g n/2* n/2 Collecting the results we obtain (4).
Remark. In case m = n > 0 estimate (4') also holds even if the additional condition on £ given in Theorem 2 is not satisfied (see [2, 
pp. 33-34]).
Considering an absolutely continuous function £ defined by Proof. Introduce the functions fr, 1 < r < oo, given by
fr(x) --\ -{cos(r -fi)x -cos(r + /j,)x} dp for Under the assumption r + \ < / < 2r, take into account the entire functions 
Thus fr G C(e).
Assume that r < v < IT and observe that -I-H-OO .
7T 11 Z7TK -*-oo 0 where Thus g € C 0 (e).
Denoting by Ag^ the left-hand side of (8), we observe that 
